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ABSTRACT
Support for space situational awareness (SSA) is required to enable military commanders and space operations
center operators to maintain an advantage over our adversaries in the space enterprise. Well-designed visualization
and human-computer interaction (HCI) technologies can be employed to allow them to perceive, reason about,
explore, and act on timely intelligence, but current tools are lacking. A new generation of display modalities such as
large-screen shared displays, touch-tables, and augmented reality (AR) can be used to power innovative
visualization and data interaction capabilities, but these technologies must be implemented carefully in the context
of potential operating environments. To apply novel display modalities and truly support operator needs in the
context of space operations, Charles River Analytics is designing, developing, and validating a system for Space
Operations Visualization Leveraging Augmented Reality (SOLAR). This paper provides an overview of our current
prototype SOLAR application capabilities, with a focus on novel applications of augmented reality to promote SSA
and shared awareness in a collaborative and dynamic mission-centric, high tempo, operations environment. We
highlight unique integration points with traditional mission-centered displays where augmented reality is anticipated
to add unique benefits, particularly for joint operations and situations where multiple operators must contribute
different expertise, serve in different supporting roles, and make recommendations and/or decisions based on
different levels of strategic and/or tactical understanding (e.g., due to differing information authorizations). The
current SOLAR prototype has gone through four rounds of iteration with space operators. Consequently, we provide
a summary of initial results acquired from actual space operators with respect to the demonstrated value SOLAR
integrated augmented reality capabilities offer. Finally, we present conclusions focused on envisioned next steps
based on the most recent feedback from operators to continue to advance the SOLAR prototype to a true value-add
capability to improve SSA and enhance Space BMC2 execution.
This material is based upon work supported by the United States Air Force and DARPA under Contract No.
FA8750-17-C-0170. Views and opinions are strictly those of the authors and should not be interpreted as an official
stance of the U.S. Government or DoD. Distribution Statement "A" (Approved for Public Release, Distribution
Unlimited).
1. INTRODUCTION
Space operations rely on commanders’ and operators’ ability to effectively reason about the complex and
uncertain relationships among space and terrestrial assets owned by various state and non-state actors. Friendly
space assets support nearly all components of modern civilian life (e.g., communications, navigation) and military
(e.g., early warning, munitions guidance, unit guidance, and surveillance) operations. As a result, sustaining the
effectiveness of friendly space assets is critical.
To illustrate the complexity of modern space operations in an example, consider a situation where intelligence
indicates activity near a key military base of an adversary, and allied operators have degraded and intermittent
connectivity with a U.S.-owned satellite in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) that has high-resolution imaging and radio
frequency sensors. This LEO asset is in a polar orbit and has the target site in its Field of Regard (FOR) twice a day,
once in light and once in dark, and always with only a partial view. The adversary may be able to deny access when
the target site is in the LEO asset’s FOR by moving key activities indoors temporarily, or disrupting communication
between the satellite and a ground station. There is currently no capability that unifies a representation of what is
known about this situation, what is inferred, how stale those inferences are, and the probabilities and uncertainties
associated with each inference. In addition to those space situation awareness (SSA) oriented difficulties, operators
and commanders must reason about COAs that could be enacted proactively or in response to adversary COAs.
Operators and commanders have a broad array of COAs available to them, ranging from diplomatic relations (e.g.,
strategic communications with owners of assets that may interfere with friendly space assets or ground stations) to
actions in cyberspace or kinetic actions involving space and terrestrial assets. However, given the significant lead
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times and cost in restoring, repairing, or replacing space assets, proactive COAs are often required, and this initially
broad array of available mitigation strategies disappears quickly.
Examples like this highlight the increasing need for Space Battle Management Command and Control (SBMC2)
enabled by timely and accurate SSA, which is dependent on operators understanding the spatiotemporal and
conceptual relationships among high-dimensional data (e.g., space weather, incomplete data about friendly assets
and potential threats), in addition to other contextual details (e.g., socio-political relations and climate). SSA is a key
requirement for planning, evaluating, and identifying COAs that allow operators and commanders to maintain an
advantage in space operations.
Well-designed visualization and human-computer interaction (HCI) technologies allow users to perceive, reason
about, explore, and act on timely intelligence. However, most developed techniques have been data-driven, rather
than operator need-driven, focusing on the data processing and inference with little consideration given to how raw
and processed data and results are presented to an operator to enable specific workflows and decisions (e.g., via
graphical user interfaces (GUIs). If a capability could be developed that focuses on integrating the specific and
timely information requirements of the operator into a more effective operating picture that provides actionable
intelligence aligned with operators’ true working needs, space operators could be more responsive to time-sensitive
threats, could perform more detailed and insightful analyses of situations, and leadership could issue more
successful and less resource-intensive COAs to meet mission goals. New innovative HCI approaches are required
that go beyond desktop conventions and provide efficient mechanisms for perceiving and understanding decisionand task- critical planning information that are responsive to operators’ needs (e.g., to visualize spatiotemporal data
in support of COA evaluation, and to visualize meta-data associated with the terrestrial and space assets involved).
Given the diversity of data (and agencies and systems that generate them), the context-dependent nature of
relevant data, and the tight coupling of intelligence to the design of effective COAs within the space enterprise, a
holistic approach is required to characterize space operations workflows and identify opportunities for innovative
HCI approaches that both provide actionable information to the user and minimize the cognitive workload required
to understand, integrate, and appropriately act on that information. Any novel approach to visualization and HCI in
this domain should take advantage of emerging developments in the state of the art in display technology and
naturalistic interaction methods, to support individual and collaborative (both co-located and distributed, and
synchronized and asynchronous) work. Modern advances include touch-tables, which foster collaboration through
shared and concurrently interactable views, and augmented reality (AR) displays, which facilitate a more effective
and efficient naturalistic means of perceiving (e.g., improved spatial cognition facilitated by volumetric AR
displays) and interacting with (e.g., through gesture, voice, controller, and other adaptive HCI methods) data. Dome
or cave-based displays have become more readily available, and can be used to provide a sense of immersive
presence to one or more observers. While these devices offer many potential benefits, they must be carefully adapted
to their intended work environment, but often degrade or prohibit traditional and established workflows that may not
adapt to integrate with such novel technologies. For example, touch-tables and dome displays require users to be in
their physical proximity and are typically prohibit concurrent interactions with a traditional workstation. Given the
emerging threat environment in space operations, the diversity in skills and experience of operators, and the
diversity of operational situations, operators must be able to construct, view, and share tailored Operational Pictures
(Common, COPs; or User-Defined, UDOPs) based on dynamic data relevant to the specific situation or threat at
hand, in support of SSA and SBMC2.
To overcome these challenges, we are leading the design and evaluation of a prototype system for Space
Operations Visualization Leveraging Augmented Reality (SOLAR). SOLAR applies multimodal visualization and
naturalistic interaction methods, including augmented reality (AR) and large shared displays, informed by a targeted
work domain analysis (WDA) using Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) methods [1]–[4] and designed using a
combination of both user-centered design (UCD; [5], [6]) and ecological interface design (EID; [7], [8]) to unite the
science of cognition with practical applications for fostering the understanding necessary for space object
measurement, identification, characterization, and COA generation and evaluation that go well beyond traffic
control. This paper provides an overview of the envisioned SOLAR capabilities suite, along with an update on
progress to date, as informed by a series of evaluation events conducted with representative space operations subject
matter experts (SMEs), which were executed as part of the DARPA and USAF funded Hallmark program
(www.darpa.mil/program/hallmark).
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2.

APPROACH

Experience with the introduction of new technology has shown that increased computerization does not
guarantee improved human-computer system performance [9], [10]. Poor use of technology can result in systems
that are difficult to learn or use, create additional workload for system users, or in the extreme, result in systems that
are more likely to lead to catastrophic errors (e.g., confusions that lead to pilot error and fatal aircraft accidents).
Cognitive Systems Engineering (CSE) attempts to prevent these types of design failures in the design and
development of complex systems by addressing design issues through careful analysis of the problem domain, the
tasks to be performed by a human-computer system, and the limitations of both the human and the machine. The
CSE approach is illustrated in a number of case studies in a wide range of domains, from process control, to military
command and control [11]–[15], to computer network monitoring for defense against cyberwar [16]. While there
are many different approaches to the analysis components of CSE (e.g., Cognitive Task Analysis [17], Cognitive
Work Analysis [18], Work Centered Support Systems [19], Applied Cognitive Task Analysis [20]), they share a
common overall view of system development. CSE consists of an analysis of the operator’s capabilities and
limitations, the problem domain, and the tasks they are trying to perform. It supports the development of system
requirements that can be used to prototype computational support tools and user interfaces, and includes evaluations
of the prototype system that help refine the system as part of an iterative development process. A broad overview of
Cognitive Engineering methods and applications can be found in [21], [22], and a discussion of a practical
application of these techniques through the development and evaluation of a complex system can be found in [13].

Fig. 1. Illustration of the iterative and user-centered approach to SOLAR design, development, and evaluation
Our approach to design SOLAR therefore began with a targeted work domain analysis (WDA; given an
aggressive timeline to establish a baseline prototype), based on the application of CSE methods. This process is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The goal of this WDA was characterize the critical requirements, user limitations, work
environment, and other contextual factors that influence the potential success of a technology-mediated decision
support system (DSS) intended to aid operators in their goal of establishing and applying SSA towards COA
generation and evaluation to support space BMC2 missions. To accelerate this analysis, we built upon past work
conducted by the USAF Research Lab (e.g., [23], [24]), which investigated cross-domain visualization and
distributed collaboration on Air, Space, and Cyber user-defined operating pictures (UDOPs), and in particular a
CTA focused on joint space operations [25]. Working with space operations SMEs, we extended this foundation to
generate a series of artifacts used to inform design requirements for the SOLAR effort. For example, 385+
operational questions and issues that impact space operations decision-making processes, along with relevant
information to address those questions and potential sources for that information, were generated as part of an
exhaustive exercise working with space operator SMEs. Table 1 provides an example of these questions and
associated information. To complement information-centric requirements that were established, a list of 50+
exemplar COAs were established within a number of categories based on the intent of a given COA (e.g., detect and
assess threats, assess own spacecraft status, maneuver, report threat) to inform the types of interactions and COA
planning workflows that would ideally be supported (see Table 2). Finally, to inform the identification of AR-based
capabilities that could address information and/or interaction design requirements resulting from the targeted WDA,
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we worked with a Command SME to establish high-level impact opportunities with potential for AR-driven
capabilities and information displays to provide benefits to SBMC2 operators. As AR capabilities were
conceptualized, they were evaluated against these impact opportunities (see Table 3) to determine if the use of AR
was justified (i.e., does the design of an AR capability add benefit beyond what an analogous capability on a
traditional 2D workstation display could provide?).
Table 1. Examples of questions and information that impact space operations decision-making processes
Info‐‐>
Questions:
Q.1
Is cause of problem due to component failure?
Q.2
Is cause of problem due to natural environmental effects?
Q.2.1
Solar Storm?
Q.2.2
Cosmic Rays?
Q.2.3
Meteor strike?
Q.2.4
Space debris hit?
Q.3
Is cause of problem due to human‐induced failure?
Q.3.1
Unintentional error?
Q.3.2
Intentional attack?
Q.3.2.1
Kinetic Kill Vehicle (KKV)?
Q.3.2.2
Cyber/jamming?
Q.3.2.3
Rendezvous & Proximity Operations (RPO)?
Q.3.2.4
Directed Energy (DE) ‐ Lasers or High Powered Microwaves (HPM)?
Q.4
What are the impacts of this problem?
Q.4.1
Impacts to satellite mission?
Q.4.1.1
Impacts critical Civil and Military missions?
Q.4.1.2
Impacts Commercial missions?
Q.4.2
Impacts to other satellite missions?
Q.4.2.1
Impacts to friendly country satellite missions that may be hit by failed satellite?
Q.4.2.2
Impacts to adversary country satellite missions that may be hit by failed satellite?
Q.5
When will the mission degradations be alleviated?
Q.5.1
When will satellite be fixed?
Q.5.2
When will alternative means to support satellite mission be implemented?
Q.5.2.1
Spare satellites brought online?
Q.5.2.2
Terrestrial alternatives implemented?
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Table 2. Sample tactical COAs associated with detection and assessment of a spacecraft threat

Table 3. Impact opportunities with potential for AR-driven SBMC2 benefits
Opportunity
Compressed Cycles
Ability to Discern
Ability to Resolve
Ability to Direct
Highly Accurate
Spatiotemporal
Representations
Operational
Information
Integration

AR Potential for SBMC2 Benefits
Benefits realized from AR technologies that will support time reduction of both planning and operational
execution cycles.
Benefits realized from AR technologies that will provide Commanders and staff with enhanced abilities to
discern the many nuances of spatial and temporal relationships that govern the space enterprise.
Benefits realized from AR technologies that will provide Commanders and their staff with enhanced
abilities to disambiguate complex or conflicting information.
Benefits realized from AR technologies that will provide Commanders and their staff with enhanced
abilities to provide precise and timely operational directions.
Benefits realized from AR technologies that will support a fused representation of complex temporal and
spatial information (e.g., High-Resolution Common Operating Picture).
Benefits realized from AR technologies that will support rapid understanding of complex data sets,
beyond simply spatiotemporal data (e.g., probabilistic threat assessments, RF signatures, patterns of life)
from a myriad of relevant sources (including both raw data and processed data from third-party tools).
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The outcome of our targeted WDA was then complemented and cross-validated using a set of 200+ user stories
that were generated under the DARPA Hallmark program and focused on the needs of SBMC2 operator needs.
These user stories were grouped into functional topic areas (e.g., threat assessment) and operational capability
categories (i.e., a technological capability grouping; e.g., data gathering, prediction, warning) in an attempt to
highlight technology gaps, which combined with our question/information gaps list, resulted in an initial list of
priority information areas to attempt to address, given the envisioned capabilities a decision support system like
SOLAR could offer.
Leveraging the guiding artifacts that the WDA yielded, categories of information that SOLAR planned to
support were established (e.g., spatiotemporal asset relationships, COA concepts and plans, asset detail and status
information, operations floor priorities and operator status / taskings). For each of these categories, notional
assignments of information being appropriate vs. inappropriate for AR visualization were assigned to inform initial
design efforts. Our design efforts then consisted of a rapid prototyping approach that centered on gathering feedback
from representative end-users using increasing fidelity prototypes to inform agile design and development sprints
(e.g., the DARPA Hallmark program executed a simulated operations floor event, incorporating the SOLAR
prototype software, every three months under the program’s Phase I effort). A discussion of the design and iteration
of the traditional visualizations, which were developed as a flexible web-application, are out of scope for this paper.
For the AR content, we developed a series of prototypes that were intended to focus on targeted AR capabilities to
explore limitations of current generation AR hardware platforms, the effectiveness of different interaction
mechanisms with AR content, and the effectiveness of different information visualization / presentation strategies in
AR. For example, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4 show a simple AR prototype visualization along with captions describing
specific issues that were uncovered during use to inform SOLAR AR design guidance.

Fig. 2. AR scene illustrating issues of digital occlusion (i.e., a satellite is not viewable as it is located behind the
earth) and 2D text readability requirements (i.e., the 2D text panel must continuously adapt its orientation to remain
perpendicular to the user’s gaze)

Fig. 3. AR scene illustrating the unconstrained AR space and the ability for the user to place different 2D AR
content displays throughout their real-world location, and illustrating (via the yellow box) the approximated FOV
using the HoloLens (versus the fully rendered scene shown in the image)
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Fig. 4. AR scene illustrating readability issues of rendering dense 2D text in AR from a third-party source (in this
case a website) with the Microsoft HoloLens
3. RESULTS
The iterative design and feedback cycles presented in the prior section were repeated both opportunistically
(e.g., as access to SMEs became available through events such as the National Space Symposium) and periodically
scheduled events (e.g., the Hallmark program events, regular design reviews with our team’s consulting SMEs),
ultimately resulting in a targeted set of capabilities that the SOLAR application has been designed to support. From
a functional perspective, the resultant components of the SOLAR system are divided into four distinct parts:
(1) A Backend Server and APIs that facilitates communications between different components of
the SOLAR system and third-party systems (discussion of which is outside the scope of this
paper);
(2) A Web-Application that provides a traditional interface front end for interacting with SOLAR
content that does not lend itself AR presentation and/or interactions;
(3) An AR Client Application that is installed on the AR HMD (currently the Microsoft HoloLens)
to render AR information displays; and,
(4) An AR Synchronization Application that is used for presentation of layered virtual content that
is synchronized with the web-application interface for multi-layer/-level security (MLS) content
viewing in a joint / coalition operating environment.
Web-Application: The traditional web-based interface serves as the core SOLAR interface for users, enabling
users to navigate to various SOLAR capabilities, and present SSA relevant information that is best suited to 2D
presentation (e.g., tabular data and lists) and visualization (e.g., 2D map projections). For example, Fig. 5 presents a
sample screenshot taken from a COA sandbox capability that is designed to support for forensic analysis of events
of interest and generation of potential COAs to achieve desirable effects/outcomes.

Fig. 5. Course of Action (COA) sandbox interface (left) used for conducting forensic exploration of events of
interest and generation of potential COAs to achieve desirable effects / outcomes and node-integrated confidence
details (right) that can be based on machine sources (e.g., fusion outputs) or operator input / expressed
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AR Client Application: The AR client application provides standalone AR volumetric displays (which are
advanced versions of those presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3; see Fig. 6) designed to facilitate better understanding of
spatiotemporal information (e.g., satellite orbital trajectory, sensor coverage zones, potential conjunction paths and
timings, etc.) as part of an integrated common operating picture (COP), which can have multiple layers of
information (e.g., different satellite constellations or watch lists, space weather, sensor coverage/blackout zones,
terrestrial mission data, COA plans and projections) that are all synchronized to the same timescale and playback
controls. These controls allow viewers to advance or rewind the current time in the COP visualization to review
historic data or to project (where supporting data and algorithms permit) into the future to better anticipate upcoming
events or planned COA outcomes. The intention of this AR COP is to enable operators to view mission-salient
information as part of an integrated global visualization, better facilitating SSA by situating this data within the
context where space operator workflows are conducted (i.e., as part of the larger multi-domain BMC2 effort).

Fig. 6. AR Client Application showing a globe visualization along with the position of three satellites in orbit that
have been highlighted based on a detected maneuver alert; the background shows a data panel and selection
interface used to filter what assets are shown (using operator-defined watch lists) to reduce visual noise.
AR Synchronization Application: The AR synchronization application provides a concept to support multi level/-layer security (MLS) through user access- and/or role- defined operating pictures (e.g., showing an individual
operator data that s/he may have access to, which other co-located operators do not). SOLAR supports MLS AR
overlays that can provide access-controlled information visualizations that are synchronized with the SOLAR webapplication interface (presented on a traditional workstation monitor or a wall-mounted large-format display). This
synchronization is design to enable AR content to be presented within the context of the web-application display
content to augment what a user would normally have access to view on a public (within an ops floor environment
that likely has other access controls) display. In addition, this synchronization allows the user to interact with the AR
content using more familiar and intuitive control mechanisms, i.e., their normal keyboard and mouse setup. As the
user navigates around the web-based interface, the view and content presented in AR is dynamically updated and
aligned to integrate with the content being presented on the traditional display or wall-mounted display. For
example, Fig. 7 shows an example AR synchronization display deployment with a rendered 3D Glove overlaid on
the normal 2D globe that is presented as part of the Web-Application common operating picture (COP). The 2D
glove is being shown on the TV on the wall, such that the AR synchronization display’s 3D globe is aligned to
replace and hide it from the user’s perspective. As the user interfaces with the web-application (e.g., rotating the
globe, changing zoom levels, updating filters to show different satellite and corresponding orbital trajectories), the
AR content is also updated. The AR synchronization display then also includes additional pure AR panels around
the TV to provide the user with a user-defined operating picture only they can see via the AR HMD. In this notional
example, they are provided with details on the top based on their active satellite selection (no active selection is
shown in the image), a chat window for private communications, and an alert window that can be used to show
alerts for satellites or other assets that are restricted from being shown on the primary web application display (e.g.,
due to security levels or other access control restrictions).
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Fig. 7. Rendering of the AR synchronization display showing an AR globe, details window, alerts pane (used to
show potential threats to operator assets of interest), and chat window overlaid on a physical television display
showing the SOLAR web-application and the position of two satellite in orbit (lower part of the screen).
4.

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

This paper describes a work in progress effort to explore the potential for augmented reality technologies to
benefit SBMC2 operators by providing tangible impact across a number of identified dimensions related to SSA and
COA generation and evaluation. Using a targeted work domain analysis to focus a series of rapid design,
prototyping, and demonstration cycles, we identified a number of opportunities where AR technology can be applied
to provide potential benefits beyond what traditional display technologies afford. As this is a work in progress, our
next steps involve continuing iteration and development centered on feedback from representative end users. As we
continue these iterative cycles, our plan is to focus on more advanced and higher fidelity AR prototype development,
to enable demonstration and evaluations that more closely represent envisioned use cases.
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